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And so it begins: 

“It was (not) a dark and stormy night.”  

Rather, the following entries are all actual 

Facebook status updates, originally posted by 

“Dynne”2 in tribute of their then-upcoming 2012 

wedding anniversary and as a tongue-in-cheek 

cautionary tale to friends and relatives who “L” 

and “D”3 expected to marry in the then-near 

future.  The postings celebrate the complexities 

of feeling so close to someone that you feel 

comfortable speaking before your brain has the 

opportunity to kick in.   

While D and L intended to characterize the comments as 

“stoopid,” they acknowledge that “stoopid couple‟s 

comments” can be read as a disparaging comment about the 

intellect of the authors.  We think that ambiguity only adds to 

the fun. 

The following entries comprise actual conversations 

between L and D.  Names of the innocent (and not-so-

innocent) we actually know have been changed to just initials.  

Not because we are terribly concerned about their privacy: 

                                                           
2  “Dynne” = Darren + Lynne.  Our wedding album is entitled “Dynnefest.”  

Our occasional photos books sports titles such as “Dynne‟s Kauai 

Honeymoon” and “Dynne: 2009-2011.” 

3  Lynne and Darren respectively (but not necessarily always respectfully). 
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instead, we‟re worried that one of them might sue us for 

defamation to just get their grimy mitts on our “wicked 

awesome”4 second-hand Brasilia5 furniture:  

 

The Facebook postings are annotated, in part because 

they include numerous pop culture references which are 

unlikely to stand the test of time.  L‟s trademark numerous 

typos are sometimes republished in their inexplicable “glory.”  

They have been corrected only where they made the original 

posting indecipherable, where L was embarrassed that 

someone would think she types with her toes, or when her 

OCD kicks in.6 

                                                           
4 1970s Northeast slang for “tres cool”.  Synonym for “wicked pissa.” 

5 Broyhill‟s discontinued line of Brasilia walnut furniture was manufactured 

and distributed in the 1960s.  Its signature lines were inspired by the 

architecture of the city of Brasilia, the capital of Brazil.  Brasilia furniture is 

considered collectible now.  D and L found theirs at a now-defunct thrift 

shop in York, Maine.  Photo by L; detail of hutch base. 

6 D, if allowed to take the stand, would testify that L uses the “hunt, peck, 

and curse” method of typing, despite her repeated feeble attempts to get 
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This book also includes a number of L‟s photographs, 

which attempt to correspond -- in a rambling, “stream of 

consciousness” manner – to the postings.  They were not 

originally posted along with the text entries: L just has an 

irrational phobia of endless seas of text-only pages.  (She 

sees that enough of that in her day job….) 

Note that this book is denoted as “Volume 1.” Just as L 

always believed that “World War I” should have been called 

that from the get-go -- because it was either naïve or arrogant 

to think it would be the only one --  she‟s also convinced that 

the “stoopid” comments will continue as long as there‟s a 

Dynne. 

                                                                                                                    
past the “Hungry Caterpillar” game in a leading “Learn to Type” software 

package. 
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Stoopid Couple’s Comments 

5/14/12: In honor of a number of upcoming weddings and 

anniversaries, I‟ll be posting “Stupid Things Married People 

Say to Each Other.”  (Mostly between me and D, but feel free 

to add your own anecdotes.)  Here‟s one from yesterday: (L to 

D). “Let me sign that card for your mom now, because I 

***may*** be wet after I get out of the shower and wouldn‟t 

want to drip on it.” 



5/15/12:  Stoopid Couple‟s Comment: D & L at Fenway last 

night. D explains to L why he thinks a certain Mariners player 

is a national treasure in the Far East and such a strong player.  

L: “I think he‟s so fast because he's named after my old 

motorcycle.”  D: “Really?  You had a motorcycle named 

„Ichiro‟?” 



5/16/12:  Stoopid Couple‟s Comment: D and L watching DWTS7 

last night.  L is offended by one contestant‟s so called 

“bellydance-influenced” performance, „fugly‟ bedlah, and 

stupid headpiece.  D to L, “Do you have any idea how hard it 

is to bellydance?”  Really, Zorba? Tell me more.... 

                                                           
7  Dancing with the Stars.  L still thinks Maria was robbed of the trophy. 
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5/17/12:  Stoopid Couple‟s Comment of the Day: D often keeps 

a photo of L on his computer as the background image.  

These are frequently zoomed in, so that my face fills the 

computer screen, pores are visible, etc.  I walk past his PC 

late last night, look at the recently-added photo there and 

note, “Wow, my face look so life-size.”  Then I somehow feel 

the need to clarify that I‟m talking about the ***image*** of 

my face on the screen and not my actual face.... 



5/17/12:  L & D watch promo for “Journey to Center of Earth 2.”  

Afterwards, L: “Dude-alicious9, what are you doing?”  D: “Just 

                                                           
8
  Detail of L‟s dance belt, from the pre-law hobbyist days.  Photo by L. 

9 Male version of “Babe-alicious”, a catchphrase used in “Wayne‟s World” 

skits on Saturday Night Live (and movies based on the recurring skits) to 

describe attractive women.  According to Wikipedia, “Wayne‟s World” 

centered on a local public-access television program in Aurora, IL hosted by 
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practicing my pec pop of love, babe.” [D then raises one 

eyebrow just like the Rock.10] 

 11 



5/21/12:  Stoopid Couple‟s Comment: L and D discussing 

working on an art project together.  D: “Really? A 

collaboration?  Doesn‟t that mean that we‟d actually have to 

agree on something?” 

                                                                                                                    
enthusiastic metalhead Wayne Campbell (Mike Myers) and his timid, high-

strung sidekick and best friend, Garth Algar (Dana Carvey) . Wayne lives 

with his parents and broadcasts his show "live" from the basement of their 

house every Friday evening at 10:30.  L and some law school classmates 

performed a “Wayne‟s World” takeoff as their final project in their Law 

Practice Management course. 

10 Actor Dwayne Johnson, who started his career as a professional wrestler.  

L, a democrat, thinks his best role is when he plays President “the Rock” 

Obama on SNL.  D respectfully disagrees: he thinks Johnson was best in the 

2006 film “The Gridiron Gang,” where he “played the coach for the tough 

kids.” 

11 D, giving L, “that look” again.  Photo by L. 
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5/21/12:  Another Stoopid Couple Comment: L, reviewing her e-

mail: “Honey, we just got an offer to sell our timeshare.”  D: “I 

didn‟t know we owned a timeshare.”  L: “We don‟t.”  D: “Take 

the money!” 



5/22/12:  Stoopid Couple‟s Comment: [L reading to D her “Dear 

hubby” comment she just wrote in response to D‟s liking an 

article she shared on FB.]  D to L: “Who are you talking to?”  

L: “Who do you think?  The comment reads, „Dear Hubby...‟ ”  

D: “Oh, I thought you said „Dear Tubby...‟ ” 

 12 



                                                           
12

 Dynne gave out these metallic rubber duckies, then wearing ribbons and 

bells, as wedding favors “from the Mr. and Mrs.” Photo by L. 
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5/23/12:  Stoopid Couple‟s Comment: L stayed up WAY too late 

working on a prop for an upcoming photo shoot with a tight 

turnaround time.  D is tossing and turning in bed and doing a 

half-snore. (Not exactly a snore, but nevertheless louder than 

normal breathing.)  This is keeping L, who desperately needs 

sleep, awake.  L prods D in the side to make him stop. D 

(groggily): “Huh? What?”  L: “For the love of God, would you 

just stop breathing already?” 



5/23/12:  Stoopid Couple‟s Comment: D and L comparing 

“happy anniversary” e-mails from Buca di Beppo.13  D‟s offer 

is for a free chocolate chip cannoli.  (Is the singular a 

“cannolus”? <g>)  Mine is for a free dessert of my choice.  (A 

bit better, but we are still NOT driving 80 miles to cash it in....)  

L: “I guess they just like me better.”  Dead silence.  L: “Either 

that or they just think I need the dessert more.”  D (not even 

looking up from the PC): “Dream on...”  At least I won‟t have to 

poke the snarky dieter in the arm to make him stop 

“breathing” tonight.  He‟ll be safely across the apartment... on 

the sofa.  (And no, neither e-mail was addressed “Dear 

Tubby.”) 

                                                           
13 Chain of Italian restaurants.  Ask L and D about being seated there in 

“The Passion Pit.”  L and D first discovered the chain during a 2009 trip to 

Washington, DC: they walked for blocks to eat there for her birthday. 
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 14 



5/23/12:  Another Stoopid comment: D goes to gym in the 

apartment complex clubhouse to work out and watch DWTS 

finale while L finishes her artist trading cards.15    L looks up 

nearly two hours later and realizes he‟s still not back.  She 

throws jeans over her PJs and heads over to find him.  She is 

wild-eyed by the time she gets there, certain he‟s laying on 

the floor with heart failure.  D, seeing the PJ top, thinks she‟s 

there to seduce him.  L sets him straight: that‟s NOT why 

she‟s there.  Then he smiles broadly and says, “Honey, you‟re 

just in time to watch the end of DWTS with me!”  L, angrily, 

“Do you NOT get it?  How much do you think I‟d enjoy those 

cards if you‟d died?” 

                                                           
14 Buca‟s amazing “Passion Pit.”  Photo by L. 

15 Miniature works of art which are about the same size as playing cards.  L 

was creating her first edition to exchange with other members of the 

Women‟s Caucus for Art –NH Chapter and nearly overdosed on Mod Podge 

fumes. 
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5/24/12:  38 months ago today, I met the most interesting man 

at the now-defunct Borders bookstore in Concord.  D may 

think I‟m talking about our first date.  I am.  However, I‟m also 

referring to the crazy guy with the Russian mail order bride 

who gave me a CD of the “special” yoga positions he taught 

inmates at the Goffstown prison.  D and I chatted with him for 

nearly an hour.  Definitely a trip down the rabbit hole.  



5/25/12:  Stoopid Couple‟s Comment of the Day: L to D, 

yesterday: “Could YOU please pick up the dessert tonight for 

our belated monthaversary17 celebration?  After work, I have 

                                                           
16 Artist trading cards.  Photo by L. 

17  D and L celebrate the 24th of each month, as they met on March 24, 

2009. Whileit sounds sentimental, the decision was also pragmatic: 12 

months is far  too long to wait to enjoy the consumption of decadent baked 

goods. 
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to go drop off items for the Women‟s Bar Association food 

drive.  I wouldn‟t want whatever I‟d be picking up to get mixed 

in with the canned/boxed goods I collected and accidentally 

get donated to the NH Food Bank...”  So much for open-

handed generosity! 

 18 



5/25/12:  D is chasing a bee around the kitchen, trying to kill it.  

L is pleading for its life.  D: “What else can I do?  Do you want 

it stinging you on the face while you sleep tonight?”  L: “Well, 

what about spraying it with something until it's stupid, then 

putting it outside? (pause) No, wait, that didn't work with 

you...” 



                                                           
18 This, on the other hand, WAS open-handed generosity: L shared this 

Whole Foods dessert with D in Portland, Maine (even though she secretly 

hoped he‟d say “no” so she could eat the entire thing herself.) 
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5/25/12:  Follow-up: D calls L at work and proudly announces: 

“You'll be glad to know that I didn‟t actually kill the bee.  I just 

stunned it with a rubber cookie sheet.19  After it hit the floor, I 

took it outside.”  L wishes she had a “nannycam,”20 so she 

could review the video footage tonight and “bee” astounded.  

(And she is sure that the hornet in question will enjoy great 

quality of life for the rest of its days now that its wings are 

crippled....) 

 21 



                                                           
19  Later ID‟d as one of L‟s favorite silicone and fiberglass-weave baking 

mats.  No cookies for D that night! 

20  A “nannycam” is a hidden video camera which is secretly installed within 

an everyday household object such as a plant or cookie jar.   It is often used 

to monitor and record the activities and behavior of home caregivers, 

without their knowledge or consent. 

21
  Silicone baking sheet taking a well-deserved (and well-needed) bath 

after D used it as a flyswatter.  Photo by L. 
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5/28/12:  D, after looking at photos I shot of him earlier in the 

day, “You know, I should just totally shave my head, then stick 

a tattoo in the back like Mike Tyson.   What should I put on 

that would look totally bad-ass?”  L: “How about, „This End 

Up,‟ with an arrow pointing toward the ceiling?” 



5/30/12:  REALLY Stoopid Couple Comment: L gets home from 

work last night.  D is cooking dinner.  It smells amazing.  L: 

“OMG, it smells SO good in here!  Thank you, thank you for 

***whatever*** it is you‟re making!” D (proudly): “I‟m 

making chicken.  I used Italian seasonings this time.  And the 

trick is basting.  I‟ve basted it several times already.  I‟m a 

great baster.”  L (after watching several cooking shows over 

the weekend, says absently): “Yes, honey, I‟m sure you‟re a 

Master baster.”  The silence is deafening.  Light dawns on 

Marblehead  and L turns red.  (YES, this actually happened....) 



5/30/12 (Dynne‟s wedding anniversary):  D (who has obviously 

learned from life with a litigator): “I did NOT say you were 

wrong.  I just said you weren‟t right.”  Well played, 

Grasshopper!22 

                                                           
22 Reference to the 1970s TV show Kung Fu, which follows the adventures 

of Caine, a monk who traveled through the American Wild West armed only 

with his spiritual training and his skill in martial arts.  As a young student, 

Caine was called “Grasshopper” by his mentor, Master Po. 
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 [At the request of her Facebook peeps, L continues posting Stoopid 

Couple’s Comments even after and D’s anniversary.  L would have 

continued doing it “ennaways.”] 



5/31:12:  D & L‟s anniversary night: going to the gym followed by 

a night in front of the telly.23  L gets toe curls/toe cramps; 

begs for D to get up and fetch her some water because she‟d 

otherwise have to hop to the sink on one foot.  D 

accommodates L.  D then searches online for a “natural 

remedy.”  After chiding her for not taking enough potassium 

and calcium supplements, he comes back with a fistful of 

coins.  D: “Here, L, put some of these in each hand.  The 

copper in the pennies is supposed to be good for you.  This 

person online said it really works.”  L: “No, it won‟t.”  She 

takes the coins anyways; it can‟t hurt.  L (looking down in 

horror): “What are silver-colored coins doing in there?  Are you 

trying to kill me or something?” 

 

                                                           
23 U.K. slang for “television.”  Remnant of L‟s time at an Irish software 

company (along with her annoying tendency to say “Cheers!” before saying 

“buh-bye now” and hanging up the phone.) 
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5/31/12:  D is expected to meet L in Meredith24 some time 

today.  Before work, he asks about the blue checked shirt he 

is wearing, which is now WAY too big for him after his nearly 

80-pound (intentional) weight loss.  While at RiteAid25 at 

lunchtime, L is at the checkout counter and hears a guy say, 

“Hi Honey!”  She turns around and sees the back of someone 

who she ***thinks*** is D, wearing exactly the same 

oversized, wrinkled shirt.  The height is right, the back of the 

head is right, the athletic posture is right.  So she hollers out, 

“Yo, dude-alicious!”  The man turns around: it is not D.  L 

turns purple, shrugs, and looks around as if to say, “Who 

made THAT comment?” 

 

6/1/12: D and I are watching “Unmistaken Child,” a moving 

documentary about a devoted disciple tasked with finding the 

reincarnation of his beloved Tibetan lama.  The movie 

explains that certain beings choose to be born over and over 

again to help others achieve enlightenment.  D announces 

that L could most benefit mankind if she were reborn as... a 

cow!  L‟s expression makes D realize that perhaps this is not 

what most wives want to hear.  So he tries to make things 

better.  “Well, I think you‟d make a PRETTY cow....”  L shoots 

D the “death stare” before he has a chance to convince her of 

the benefits of a grass-fed rebirth over a corn-fed one. 

                                                           
24  Town within New Hampshire‟s Lakes Region where the law firm L works 

at has an office.  L and D have planned to attend a Business After Hours 

event at a nearby real estate office. 

25 Leading U.S. drugstore chain where L is able to get digital photos printed 

inexpensively and save 10% on all her purchases in 2012. 
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 26 



6/3/12:  D and L driving to Nashua27 for a wedding.  The 

wedding is just up the hill from a Christmas Tree Shop.28  L 

asks D to drive more slowly (because it‟s raining).  D goes into 

a story about what would happen if he crashed the car and 

died in the car crash.  He asks L whether, if she survived, 

she‟d still go to the wedding.  L says, yes, she‟s been looking 

forward to this for a long time.  D - apparently still trying to 

make up for his “cow” comment the other day -- says L should 

have no trouble hitching a ride because she looks so lovely.  

He then spins a story about L‟s having to go into court to 

explain why she abandoned her dead spouse on the side of 

                                                           
26  2009 pic of D “cow-calling” in Warner, NH.  (He seemed to think that 

waving a handful of hay at the cow would work. It didn‟t.)  Photo by L. 

27 A city in Southern New Hampshire bordering Massachusetts.  L grew up 

there. 

28 Chain of retail stores selling everything from food and toys to household 

furnishings.  Not surprisingly, they also sell Christmas decorations during 

the holiday season. 
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the highway, only to go shopping at Christmas Tree Shop a 

half hour later, as the attorney brandishes a timed receipt.  L: 

“I'd never get caught. I‟d pay cash.” 

 29 



6/3/12:  D and L enjoying dinner in a small nook of a local 

Chinese restaurant.  The bill comes and is paid.  D: “Do you 

want to leave right away or can we just sit around and digest? 

Also, I want to pee in here before I leave.”  L looks around the 

secluded booth nervously.  L: “Can you at least hold it until 

you get to the men‟s room?” 

                                                           
29

 Damning evidence as the “Merry Widow” goes shopping.  Photo by L. 
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 30 

 

6/4/12:  D and L watching Hulu31 late last night.  L: “Oooooh, 

my Book Club32 buddy SP said we should watch this show 

                                                           
30

  The universe always sends you the message you  need, when you need 

it.   Sometimes, it‟s more obvious than other times.  Photo by L. 

31  Online service offering ad-supported, on-demand steaming video.  D and 

L use Hulu as their sole venue through which to watch current-season 

network TV. 

32 Several women who get together on a semi-regular basis to eat, drink, 

and gossip.  While all attendees are literate, L believes that there has never 

been any assigned reading. 
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„Spaced.‟  It has that guy from „Shaun of the Dead‟33 in it.”  

We find the series and being watching the first episode.  D 

falls asleep five minutes into it and wakes up near the end.  

D: “What did I miss?”  L: “Well, it‟s this show about two people 

who are absolutely crackers, „delightfully dysfunctional‟, who 

have very fertile imaginations and share an apartment 

together and...”  L pauses as she grasps the obvious.34  D: “It 

sounds really funny, but I wonder why she thought we‟d like 

it....” 

 35 

 

6/5/12:  D: “Hey, L. You left your tripod and camera out in the 

living room.”  L: “Can I leave it out there for a couple more 

                                                           
33 A 2004 British cult comedy movie about a zombie apocalypse, predating 

the 2012 zombie craze.  The movie stars Simon Pegg.  He and “Shaun” co-

star Nick Frost also appear in “Spaced.” 

34 In other words, “Light dawns on Marblehead” yet again. 

35
  Photo by L. 
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days?  I still have something left to shoot...”  L suspects D 

may sleep with one eye open tonight....   

 36 



6/10/12: The “stoopidity”continues: D and L at weekend retreat 

at private middle school in Canaan. L to D: “D, you have to go 

downstairs. They have this ***amazing*** aquarium there 

just outside the science department.  (pause.)  Um, don‟t take 

this the wrong way, but there‟s this little orange and white fish 

humping the grass that looks exactly like you...” 

                                                           
36 D‟s favorite “skull cap.”  Photo by L. 
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 37 



6/10/12:  More “stoopidity”: End of retreat. One of the event 

facilitors wishes us all “at least one good laugh a week that‟s 

so hard you have to rush to the bathroom before you pee your 

pants.” At after-event lunch, L and the person next to her in 

the lunch line are discussing the “benediction.”  L: “Well, that 

explains ***a lot.***  When I married D, I secretly worried I 

might be becoming incontinent.  Turns out I just married a 

really funny guy.” 

 

6/12/12:  L got sick at work yesterday, so D picked her up and 

drove back to their apartment last night. On the way home, L 

shares her gratitude for the chauffeur service, because she 

really didn‟t feel up to the task of the 45+-minute commute.   

                                                           
37

  Judge for yourself.  Photo by L. 
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D: “Yeah, you wouldn't want to do that.  You‟d have to 

concentrate and stuff...” 

 38 

 

6/13/12:  D has decided to grow a “soul patch.”  L‟s attitude 

going into this was “Hey, Dude-alicious, it‟s your face” (even 

though she had to look at it more.)  L expected D to sport one 

of those postage-stamp-sized patches, maybe in an inverted 

triangle.  About a week or so ago, D strides proudly into the 

kitchen.  He has converted his recent goatee into something... 

well, “less.”  He turns his head from side to side and asks L 

what she thinks.  L knows this is a trick question and that he 

wants her to tell him he looks handsome.  However, all she 

can see is what looks like a fuzzy caterpillar resting 

underneath his lower lip.  “Honestly?” she asks.  He stands a 

little straighter and says yes.  “OK, here goes.”   She takes a 

deep breath. “It looks like a dyslexic barber‟s idea of a 

mustache.”  

                                                           
38  Dashboard Buddha is our navigator.  Photo by L. 
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Round 2, a few days later. L, still pleading her cause: 

“If you don't believe me, then just Google „soul patch image.‟ ” 

He does.  After browsing through several web pages of images 

that look NOTHING like his growth, D finally stumbles upon an 

image of Kevin Costner39, also sporting a caterpillar under his 

lower lip.  He feels vindicated, nearly doing a victory lap 

around the apartment.  L sulks off, muttering under her 

breath, “He really thinks COSTNER is a style icon?” 

 

6/14/12:  Round 3: D: “Can I kiss you?”  L:”OK, but only the top 

lip.”  God bless him, he actually tried a one-lip kiss.... 

 

6/15/12:  Round 4. Last night.  D is catching up on his online 

news.  He calls L over to look at something.  D: “Here's a 

brand-new picture of Kevin Costner. It was taken today.  Look, 

he‟s exiting a courthouse and he still has his soul patch.”  L 

looks, wrinkles her nose, and tells him, “He must have been 

arrested on a crime of fashion.”  D looks crushed.  Later in 

bed, he tells L that she just doesn‟t understand soul patches. 

L: “That must be because I lack a soul, right?”  D: “That‟s 

                                                           
39 American actor about 5 years older than D.  D owns up to crying during 

“Field of Dreams” (one of Costner‟s baseball movies) and watches “The 

Bodyguard”(the one with Whiney Houston really stretching her acting chops 

as… a “difficult” famous songstress) repeatedly. 
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right. If you had as much soul as me, you‟d get it.”  Yup, you 

just keep on playing that funky music, white boy.40 



6/15/12:  Round 5; this AM.  L decides that desperate times 

call for desperate measures.  She exits the shower, lifts her 

hands over her head and announces that soul patches aren‟t 

just for faces anymore. She vows that she‟s going to grow one 

under each ***arm*** as long as he keeps that fuzzy 

caterpillar under his lower lip.  D remains quiet, secure in his 

belief that L is bluffing and will cave in before the weekend: 

after all, she‟s already told him she wants a “beach date” with 

him on Sunday if he‟s not otherwise occupied for Dad‟s Day. 



6/16/12:  Round 6, last night.  D and L go camera shopping.  D 

is thrilled with their new purchase, a Canon with an amazing 

built-in zoom.  He asks L to take a photo of him.  She takes a 

close-up of his “chin growth,” certain he'll want to shave once 

he sees it on all its 14.1 megapixel41 lack of glory.  

Unfortunately, it has the opposite effect.  He is fascinated, 

zooming in to see individual hairs and determine the 

percentage of brown to grey.  L is considering filing an action 

                                                           
40

 “Play that Funky Music, White Boy” is 1976 disco tune by Wild Cherry. 

Rumor has it that white rapper Vanilla Ice later issued his own version. 

which initially didn‟t catch on,  However, its B-side, gained more success 

when a disc jockey played that track instead.  The track? "Ice Ice Baby." 

41 At this time, 14.1 megapixels resolution and a 12x optical zoom was 

respectable for a hobbyist camera. 
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against Canon for loss of consortium because their products 

are just good darned good! 



6/17/12:  D: “I ran this Chubb Life 10K road race in Concord 

several years ago.  I don‟t have a runner‟s build, so I had to 

train really hard.  I came in 180th.”  L looks at him dubiously.  

D: “No, really. You don‟t understand what an accomplishment 

that was.”  L: “Oh, you mean there were ***181*** 

runners?” 



6/17/12- 6/18/12:  Trying to be a good wifey on Fathers' Day, L 

rented D the uber-romance video “Abraham Lincoln v. 

Zombies.” (Emancipate THIS!, baby!)  Despite its thoughtful 

and riveting plotline, L has had enough after about 1/2 hour 

and heads off to bed.  D: “I'll be there in a little while.  Our 

16th president just chopped the heads off a whole bunch of 

zombies who were trying to eat our soldiers."  L: “OK, don't 

forget to take your fish oil. It‟s good brain food."  Good night, 

sleep tight, don‟t let the zombies bite. 



6/19/12:  Interloper at “our” gym time last night gets an earful: 

D and L, on the treadmills, debating on whether our wedding 

rings should be removed before or after actual moment of 

death.  D is a fan of “before.”  Not so L, who instructs D to 

“keep mine on until after death, but before rigor mortis sets 
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in” because she doesn‟t want her finger broken.  As if that 

would be her biggest problem at that time. 

 42 



6/19/12:  L: 1, "soul patch": 0. I have my handsome, clean-

shaven D back. I'd lift my arms to the heavens in joy, but he 

caved in first. 

 43 

                                                           
42 D and L‟s wedding rings.   Photo by L. 
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6/23/12: D calls L while she‟s out shopping. D: “Where are 

you?”  L: “At the antiques shop.”  There‟s a pause and L 

remembers that the two of them were supposed to go there 

over the weekend ***together*** to pick up some vintage 

knobs for a piece of used furniture recently gifted to them.  L 

tries to think fast on her feet to justify her inadvertent 

transgression.  She explains, “Well, you should know by now 

that I like to admire and caress old things.”  Then she couldn‟t 

resist adding: “After all, I married you!”  (Fortunately, D 

showed greater restraint and didn‟t then call ***L*** “the 

vintage knob.”) 



6/24/12: True story: L is fully awake at 5:30 on her “one 

morning to sleep in” and decides to get up.  D, after a few 

incoherent, still asleep sentences: “Where are you going?”  L: 

“I‟m getting up. I can‟t sleep.”  D:”Why?”  L: Because you 

shaved your head yesterday and the morning light coming in 

from the window is bouncing off it and blinding me.” 



6/24/12:  D is sitting on the deck reading one of L‟s “Buddha 

books” and yelling at unruly teenagers in the common area. 

After they finally leave the grounds, he comes in and tells L: 

                                                                                                                    
43

 Before the “Hungry, Hungry Caterpillar” took up temporary residence on 

D‟s face.  Photo by L. 
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“Wow, I guess I should have read a few more pages in that 

book on compassion before writing them off as „punky little 

pukes,‟ huh?” 

 



6/27/12:  As long as D and I are together, does it really matter 

where we go?  (Unless it‟s “to hell in a handbasket,” of 

course...but even then, we‟d probably be paddling merrily 

along, amusing ourselves with “Stoopid Couple‟s 

Comments”...) 



6/27/12:  A NH-wide magazine recently published an article 

about L and her photography.  L tells D that she‟s happy to 
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have a productive creative outlet to balance our her left and 

right brain hemispheres, because she claims -- ***tongue-

firmly-in-cheek*** --  that she‟s tired of having a chafed left 

ear where it hit her shoulder from the burden of having to 

carry the weight of her “brilliant legal mind.”  D - no slouch 

himself in either smarts or artistic ability - simply replies that L 

is wonderful and that he continues to be attracted to her awe-

inspiring humility.  (Nope, the publicity hasn‟t gone to L‟s head 

***at all***....) 



6/27/12:  L and D, talking over the phone as L drives home 

from work.  L: “Hey, D!”  D: “Hey, Z!”  L: “How was your day, 

Dude-alicious?”  D: “Fine, Z.”   L (wondering if she‟s oblivious 

to some new slang again):  “Why do you keep calling me „Z‟?”   

D: “Because that‟s how you come up when my cell phone 

rings.  You‟re programmed in that way.”  L: “Why?  Because I 

put you to sleep?” 



6/29/12:  D tries on the diamond crucifix necklace L acquired 

as a result of her Dad‟s passing.  Before D‟s weight loss, it did 

not fit around his neck.  (Understand that this is a man's 

necklace.)  It now fits.  D: “Can I wear this today?”  L: “Yes.”  

D: “Can I KEEP it?”  L: “No.”  D: “Why not?” L: “Because I‟M 

your cross to bear...” 
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6/29/12:  “Pencil Neck” and L are lying in bed talking about 

actor/comedian Denis Leary‟s book Why We Suck, in 

particular, the chapter on why men have so many nicknames 

for each other. We count D‟s nicknames -- many of which 

would arguably apply to L now , too – “Saber”, “Saw”, 

“Sabes”, “Sabe-ster”, and with a nod to MoneyBall45, 

“Sabeysabes.”  (Then there‟s L‟s nickname for him: “Dude-

alicious”.... but never “Tubby”.46)  L: “You are SO lucky no one 

                                                           
44

 Photo by L. 

45
 About Oakland A's general manager (GM) Billy Beane's successful 

attempt to assembly a winning baseball club on a budget through the use of 

computer-generated analysis.  In one scene of the movie,  Beane – played 

by Brad Pitt calls D‟s brother San Francisco Giants GM Brian Sabean on the 

phone and calls him something like “Sabeysabes.”  L wishes she could 

have Pitt calling HER that as the ringtone on her cell phone. 

46
 See 5/22/12 posting. 
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ever stuck you with “D-bag” .”  The look D gave L made her 

think that he thought THAT ONE should apply to her, too. 



6/29/12:  The conversation turns to vanity license plates.  L 

tells D that during her first marriage (“the Findlay years”), her 

license plate read LYNFIN. He asks her if Hubby #1 ever had a 

vanity plate, too.  L says yes, it read SAMSRA.  She adds that 

no one ever got the Buddhist reference and that our new 

neighbors at first thought our names were Samuel and Sarah. 

D asks what “samsara” means. L explains and adds that 

some see it as Hell on Earth. L adds that she always read the 

license plate as Hubby # 1 making a pejorative comment on 

the status of their [ultimately doomed] marriage.  D doesn‟t 

say a word.  L invokes the Federal Rules of Evidence to get 

annoyed with D for not immediately qualifying the comment 

and saying that he NEVER, EVER saw life with L as “Hell on 

Earth.”   



6/29/12:  Last night, D made dinner reservations for us in 

Portsmouth tonight under his first name. We arrive and tell 

the hostess we have a reservation.  “Under what name?” she 

asks. D tells her. She replies, “We have a reservation for a 

***Baron***, but not for ***Darren***.”  They decide it‟s 

still probably us.  Then she starts calling him “Baron Darren.”  

D struts a little to the table, flattered that she thinks he‟s 

European nobility or something.  L, on the other hand, is 

doubled over laughing, because she heard it as “Barren 

Darren.”  She thought the waitress believed D didn‟t have that 
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many “Olympic swimmers” left and therefore didn‟t call him 

“Count.” 



6/30/12:  On the ride home last night, “the Baron” and L 

discussed the “power games” couples play to maintain the 

balance in relationships (like sulking, “secret spending,” and 

flirting with others). We jointly agreed that we probably play 

fewer than many couples, in part because neither of us is 

particularly "balanced" to begin with! 



7/2/12:  D and L, relaxing with J and M yesterday.  D and J 

collaborate on a reward poster for J‟s “missing” camera.  D 

suggests something “testosterony” involving verbal threats, 

firebombs, and following the “sorry a$$” suspects around for 

the rest of their lives if they don‟t acquiesce and return the 

gear.  (Following them so closely, claims D, that one of these 

days they‟ll look over their shoulder years from now and he‟ll 

still be right there in their face.)  L rolls her eyes at M and 

says, “Oh, yeah… ***that‟ll*** work: it‟s just how he 

proposed to me.” 



7/6/12:  D has been fascinated with Mt. Everest documentaries 

lately.  L, with the benefit of a single “Intro to Psych” 

undergrad course, believes it‟s because men of a certain age 

contemplate their mortality and think about the mountains 

they still have left to conquer in life.  D asks L -- who 
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continually complains that D sets the air conditioning too cold 

-- whether she wants to accompany him on a trek up the 

formidable and frigid mountain.  L -- who has told D every gory 

detail of her ill-fated climb up Mt. Washington during law 

school -- respectfully declines.  D tries to sweeten the deal, 

“You could ride up on a yak....”  L‟s first thought – after “A 

YAK?” -- is that she‟d rather be one of those young wives at 

home with a small child (and another on the way) who 

receives a phone call in the middle of the night with tragic 

news about the expedition her husband is on... However, she 

thought D might take it the wrong way... that she wants 

another baby. 



7/6/12:  D is reading an old handwritten letter and comes to a 

passage where he writes about L, “You are an [illegible scrawl 

beginning with the letter „i'‟]” L decides to apply her training  

in statutory and contract interpretation -- after all, more  

than $1,000 a month in student loan debt has to have SOME 

value.  So she offers suggestions as to what the  

“I” word might be. “Intelligence personified?”  Nope.  

“Inspiration?”  Nope.  “Individual?”  Nope.  She pauses and 

tentatively asks, „Um, „irritation‟?”  

L hears the almost imperceptible pause before D 

replies, “Nope” in as innocent a voice as he can possibly 

muster.  She presses on nevertheless.  “Are you SURE I'm 

not... an irritation?”  

“I‟m sure,” he replies, a little more tersely than before.   

L considers asking D to put it in writing as “evidence” for the 
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next time they bicker, but you know.... he likely wouldn‟t be 

able to read his own handwriting then either. 



7/9/12:  L wakes up and shares one of her dreams with D.  In it, 

she‟s on the maiden voyage of some new state-of-the-art 

aircraft/space craft going “somewhere no one's ever gone 

before.”  Just before takeoff, L remembers something “very 

important” she has to tell the pilot.  So she runs downstairs, 

through a cargo section, and sees stairs leading up to the 

pilot‟s cabin.  Just then, the craft takes off.  L is thrown 

against the walls, where she hangs on for dear life.  Suddenly, 

it dawns on her that the cargo section is likely not 

pressurized, because people aren‟t intended to be there.  It 

feels like someone is standing on her chest and she hollers 

out, “Oh, the pressure, the pressure. I just can't take the 

PRESSURE anymore.” She wakes up, drenched in sweat from 

her imaginary adventure.  

D appears spellbound by the story and sympathetic to 

her plight.  So -- certain he'll give her the answer she wants -- 

she asks him, “What do you think this dream means?” D 

pauses for a moment before replying very seriously, “So 

exactly what WAS it you ate before bedtime last night?” 



7/11/12:  D and I saw a great farmhouse last night, with white 

shingle siding. L half-jokingly suggested that if she and D buy 

it, they‟d call it “White Tara,” as a nod to L‟s Buddhist roots 

and the property‟s bucolic setting. However, she‟s worried 

that the guy across the street with the large “Stop Northern 
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Pass!” signs up on his front lawn will mistakenly think they're 

supremacists, especially when he sees D‟s shaven head. 



[L and D spend the next week or so househunting,  

which is not in the least bit amusing. They then attempt  

to purchase a house via a short sale and realize  

that the process is as humorless as it is prolonged.  Consequently, 

they expect their Stoopid Comments to be  

few and far between for the foreseeable future.] 



7/22/12:  L and Mom are discussing what time L will visit her 

after work tomorrow. Mom has a mid-afternoon audiologist‟s 

appointment and wasn‟t sure she‟d make it home before L 

drove the 1/2 hour to her house. L: “Really, Mom. The only 

way I‟d get there too early is if you didn‟t hear the doctor 

telling you that you could go home after the exam and they 

locked up the building... with you still in it.”  L later shares this 

anecdote with D, who was “multi-tasking.” There was no 

response. L had to repeat herself because, yup.... he didn‟t 

hear her the first time. 



7/27/12:  L may have accidentally convinced D that she is 

indeed the anti-Christ. She sent him a photo of herself taken 

at a Women's Bar Association. event, but reassured him that 

the liquid in the wine glass she was holding was not filled with 
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wine, but sparkling water.  (Yes, not only does the smell of 

sulfur follow here everywhere because of her profession, but 

it appears that she have mastered the unholy and diabolical 

art of turning fermented grape juice into H2O.) 



7/29/12:  Since her househunting process began, L has been 

obsessed with quality shutters and storm doors.  Today, D & L 

drove past one of the older neighborhoods in Concord, filled 

with grand old Victorians.  L pointed out one property and 

sniffed about the plastic shutters detracting from an 

otherwise stately building.  D tactfully noted that the building 

in question was a funeral home.  L, holding her ground, simply 

stated, “Well, I ***still*** wouldn't be caught dead there...” 



8/5/12:  D and L are paring down for their inevitable move, 

whether it be to the short sale or elsewhere.  L has decided to 

attack the monstrosity that is their bedroom window 

treatment.  (Before meeting D, she attempted to make the 

single window look larger by extending the curtain rod and 

adding additional panels and valances.)  

D innocently asked why ***13*** curtains were 

necessary. (7 valances -- including one FRINGED one --  and 

six panels).  L's head spun around as she hissed, “I LIKE my 

privacy, OK?”  

After donating the 7 valances to Goodwill and packing 

away 4 panels -- earmarked for use on TWO windows in their 
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new abode -- L and D are down to a conservative two panels 

on the single window.  

Liberace would not be amused. 



8/9/12:  Last night, L and D discussed why “Oh, shit, not you 

again!” is not the sentiment they want to print on the welcome 

mat for their new home...even when they mean it..... 



8/10/12:  For weeks, D has been asking L what she wants for 

her birthday (other than a Skype session with the grandbebe.)  

Today, L announces that she wants a Black and Decker 

Mouse Sander. D asks her what she plans on sanding.  L: 

“Mice, of course.” 



8/12/12:  L to D, who is totally absorbed by the TV: “Dude, don't 

look over here, because I'm signing your birthday card 

***right now*** and I want it to be a surprise for you 

tomorrow, OK?” 



8/26/12:  D and L are discussing estate planning and wills.  L, 

ever the caustic pragmatic, says she doesn‟t think it‟s the 

least bit romantic to be buried or cremated with an 
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engagement ring and wedding band.  D is glad because, he 

says, he‟d want to have her set melted down and made into a 

large earring for him, in order that he “could start his new 

life.”   L: “As what?  A pirate?” 



9/7/12:  D and L trying to get to sleep last night.  D unwittingly 

moves part of the “pillow mountain”... right on top of L‟s head. 

L: “Dude, you just put those over my face.  I can't breathe.”  D 

(half-asleep already): “Um, OK (very long pause).... Do you 

want me to move them?”  YES! 



9/18/12:  D (on the phone): “How‟s your day going?” L: “OK. I 

just reviewed a trial transcript and found a comment 

attributed to me that was actually said by the other guy.”  D: 

“How do you know you didn‟t say it?”  L (tongue firmly in 

cheek): “Because it was incoherent and inarticulate and I 

NEVER speak that way....” D (after a long pause): “Can you 

say that again?” 



[L and D continue to languish in Short Sale Purgatory, waiting for 

Sellers’ bank to decide the fate of the “Atomic Split (Level)” .] 
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9/25/12:  L (just minutes after she and D watched back-to-back 

episodes of "Hoarding"): “Hey, D, can you throw away this 

sock? I discarded its mate months ago...”  D puts the doomed 

sock on his hand and pleads for its life.  He suggests that it 

could alternative be used to wash the car.  “You can also use 

it to polish the furniture,” he adds.  L -- aware that he already 

recycles his undies this way, because she Endusts with a 

white cotton dust cloth with a man‟s crotch -- simply gives him 

the “She Who Must be Obeyed” glare. 



10/9/12:  “Stoopid Couple's Comments”, the nocturnal edition: 

L dreams that she and D are packing to move to their new 

home.  There‟s also a baby in the room.  Dream D turns on 

satellite radio, to some “Best of the ‟80s” channel.  Just, then 

“Come On, Eileen” plays.  Dream L picks up the baby and 

starts dancing around the room with it.  She tells Dream D 

that she used to do with her daughter Amanda all the time 

when Amanda was a baby.  She invites Dream D to join them.  

Dream D declines, telling Dream L that dancing to “Come On, 

Eileen” is best done by someone wearing rubber pants.  Both 

Dream L and Real-Life L wonder whether D's comment was 

based on experience. 



10/9/12:  L tells D that she knows she loves him because she 

spent part of her day off yesterday boiling their toothbrushes. 

She then compared it to her first marriage, where she used to 

use her husband‟s current toothbrush to scrub the toilet 

whenever she got mad at him. 
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10/16/12:  D: “You know that earthquake from earlier?  I think 

the fault was in Maine or something.”  L declines to opine on 

the difference between “fault” and point of origin and 

chooses instead to respond tongue firmly in cheek: “There 

you go again, blaming someone else.  Don‟t you know by now 

that when you argue with me, it‟s ***always, always, 

always*** YOUR fault?” 



10/25/12:  5:45 AM.  L and D, half asleep, are discussing 24x7 

caregiving.  L says that D would probably put her in a home 

within the next few years to that HE would have more time to 

go hiking.  He tries to make L feel better, saying that he‟d 

bring her back a twig or piece of volcanic rock.  “Volcanic 

rock?” asks L.  “Exactly ***where*** are you going hiking?” 

D says “Alaska.” L, groggily: “Alaska?  Isn‟t it too cold for 

volcanos out there?”  (While Sarah Palin would probably tell L 

that Alaska in fact has more than 100 volcanoes and volcanic 

fields, L nevertheless staunchly believes that the quality of 

SP‟s representations are akin to that of Bristol‟s47 dancing...) 



                                                           
47

  Bristol Palin,  a recently-eliminatedcontestanton“Dancingwiththe
Stars,”performedinasub-par mannerwhichLhadcomparedto“that
alcohol-fueled obnoxious girl at every party who tries to show the guys 
how‘hot’sheisbygyrating like a wannabepoledancer….” 
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10/25/12:  6:45 AM.  L and D watching music videos on VH1 

and mocking their so-called story lines.  After watching an 

Usher video, L asks D whether he‟d seriously dance around 

shirtless after she died.  D replied yes.  NH, you have been 

warned.... 



10/27/12:  D tells L that he is going to tell Henry Rollins tonight 

that  Henry is L's "Get Out of Jail Free card." L says that she 

doesn't sell herself that cheaply and asks D if he would be 

opposed to some “Indecent Proposal” kind of arrangement 

where she gets paid $1,000,000, so they can get out of „short 

sale hell‟ and buy a nicer house.  D readily agrees.  L is 

somewhat insulted that D has pimped her out and that he 

didn‟t even try to negotiate to get her to agree to just „second 

base‟ for $500K: we could still buy a house in a very nice 

Concord neighborhood for that amount. 



11/3/12:  Road trip to Dartmouth-Hitchcock in Lebanon today to 

drop off artwork (a plaster torso) for their Cancer Survivors art 

show. D is driving L‟s car and the sun comes out.  D is 

squinting because he didn‟t bring his sunglasses. He refuses 

L‟s offer to wear hers (which are very sporty and masculine, 

by the way). However, he says he‟d take them if they were on 

Everest because he‟d want to save his vision.  L asks, “So 

you‟d let me go blind then?”  D says yes.  L wanted to tell her 

beloved hubby where to shove her future white tipped cane. 
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11/3/12:  D and L at the Queechee Antiques Mall.  D is checking 

out a wall display of axes and hatchets. L asks D if he is 

picking out one to use on her.  The guy next to them bursts 

out laughing and picks up the largest wooden mallet L and D 

have ever seen.  He says his girlfriend uses one of them to 

keep him in line.  L made sure D left the store empty-handed. 



11/4/12:  D and L perusing used books.  D pulls a book by 

[public TV icon Dr.] Christiane Northrop book on menopause 

off the shelf and suggests it to L.  L, not to be outdone, spies 
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“Ultrasounds and Your Prostate” for D.  D blames it on the hot 

flashes. 



11/5/12:  D to L: “Who are you voting for?”  L: “My vote is 

private and I intend to keep it that way.”  D: But we're 

married! We should tell each other everything!”  L: “Not this.”  

D is silent for a minute, then asks, “So where‟s the place 

we‟re supposed to vote at?”  L replies smugly: “My voting 

location is private and I intend to keep it that way.”  L then 

realized that she has been outFOXed and that D has figured 

out that their votes will be cancelling each other out.  (As had 

their positions been better aligned, L certainly would have 

offered to drive him to the polls.) 



11/5/12:  L, desperately “Jonesing” for diet soda for tonight, 

rifles through the cabinets looking for an acceptable 

alternative.  She finds some Crystal Light mix for 16-oz water 

bottles, but is dismayed to learn it contains aspartame.  She 

asks D if he wants it.  He declines.  L:”So you want me to take 

it to work and poison my co-workers, then?  That's not very 

charitable...”  D: “So you‟d rather keep it at home and poison 

me instead?  That‟s not very charitable, either...” 
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11/11/12:  D and L, editing selections from their [annual holiday] 

photo shoot.  L explains to D, who wore a snugly-fitting shirt 

as he posed, why selective Photoshopping is a good thing.  L: 

“Do you remember that episode of Seinfeld about Elaine's 

Christmas photos?”49  D thought for a moment, then 

approved the retouching. 

                                                           
48  Lynne and her love affair with diet soda while living at the 

“Dharma Ranch” in 2008, her belated ”Summer of Love.”  

49
  To avoid a “nip-trastrophe”, D‟s “mancakes” were served up 

without chocolate chips on top. 
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12/2/12:  D has upped the ante in his bid to get L to agree to a 

bidet for their new-to-them home. He tries appealing to L‟s 

“sustainable earth” instincts. “It's OK.” (Hangs his head). “I'll 

just get a spray bottle and keep it under the sink. I‟m trying to 

save toilet paper.” He sighs heavily.    L is not swayed. “And 

the reason you think you‟ll use less toilet paper to wipe a 

water-soaked bottom then a crusty one is what exactly?” 

                                                           
50  The number two choice for our holiday picture. The one we sent 

out appear on the cover of this book. Photo by L.  
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L refrained from adding how much extra petrol it takes 

to manufacture and ship a bidet than a spray bottle. 



12/2/12:  During movie afternoon at home, L spies a disc on the 

coffee table. D explains that he found it on the side of the 

road and brought it home.  L inspects it.  It is labeled “Killer 

Tongue.”  She turns up her nose and asks whether it is a porn 

movie.  D assures her that it‟s about a tongue “as big as our 

house” that kills people.  “Wanna watch it?” he then asks, 

volunteering that he‟s already viewed parts of it.  L politely 

declines..... and will not be kissing her hubby anytime soon. 

  51 



                                                           
51  Closeup of a display at Bread and Puppet Museum, Glover, VT. 

Photo by L. 
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12/6/12:  L is packing up for the big move. She holds up a 

barely-used beach towel she bought in Costa del Sol about 8-

10 years ago [during her pre-D years].  It‟s red and black and 

has multiple images of bulls on it. She holds it up and tells 

her salesman husband that it reminds her of him because it's 

“got big bulls.”  D mishears her and gets a temporary ego 

boost until L explains that she was talking about the 

bullfighting animal, not something else. 



12/6/12:  D tells L that he likes the idea of whirlpool tub they‟re 

discussing buying, because he can use it as a giant bidet.  L is 

afraid D may not be joking. 



12/6/12:  L is dragging up armloads of packing materials -- 

including several cardboard boxes – from the car after Girl‟s 

Night Out.  D is in his pajamas when she arrives home.  He 

asks if she wants him to help her bring up everything.  She 

declines, reminding him that he‟s in his PJs. “That's OK,” he 

replies. “I can change into some panties.”  L looks at him 

dubiously and says she hopes he doesn‟t mean hers. 



[L and D are about a week away from closing escrow on the short 

sale… and the stoopidity continues….] 
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12/12/12:  When D married L, the package deal included a large 

(about 30" long by about 20" high) copper elephant she 

purchased during her “World Traveler” phase. D and L talked 

about how funny it would be to bring it to the escrow closing on 

Friday. 

 

However, what L thinks would be ***even funnier*** would be 

to “punk” D by alerting all the other parties ahead of time to act 

like it’s the most natural thing in the world.  Then about halfway 

through the closing, someone would get up, bring in a bowl of 

peanuts, and stick in front of the elephant. He/she would then 

remark only that the elephant “looked hungry” and complete the 

closing as if nothing out of the ordinary had happened.



[L and D close on “the Sabean Split”.  Both their apartment and the 

new home look like something out of “Hoarding: Buried Alive”52 as 

they start migrating their belongings over to the new shack.] 



12/20/12:  D wakes up L by turning on the room light and 

posing like a bodybuilder.  He is wearing nothing but his 

UnderArmour “long john” pants and announces, “Look at me! 

I look like a gorilla!” L isn‟t sure what response he was 

expecting, but doesn‟t think that “Shut off the damned light, 

you‟re blinding me!” was it. 

                                                           
52

  TV Show on TLC about people who collect vast and unsafe quantities of 

the darndest things. 
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12/20/12:  L spied a hunched over, little old couple leaving the 

bank.  The man helped his companion to the car and put her 

walker in the back before getting in himself and giving her a 

kiss.  Usually, L would get all misty and say, “That‟ll be me 

and D someday.”  However, her first thoughts were, “That's D 

and I ***this AM*** and the SOB didn‟t even get me a 

walker....” 



1/17/13:  L had an epiphany this AM on the difference between 

dating and being married.  Dating L waited for D at the front 

door, all freshly showered and made up.  When he‟d arrive, 

she‟d say romantically: “Hurry up and kiss me!”  Married L, at 

bathroom sink, with morning breath, holding toothbrush and 

toothpaste.  D is leaving for work and wants to say goodbye.  L 

announces, not at all romantically: “Hurry up and kiss me... so 

I can brush my teeth.  And sorry it‟s so stinky in here....” 
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Contact Dynne at lgsabean@yahoo.com (L) 

Or saw_287@msn.com (D) 
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